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We present a real-space method for electronic-structure calculations of systems with general full or partial
periodicity. The method is based on the self-consistent solution of the Kohn-Sham equations, using first
principles pseudopotentials, on a uniform three-dimensional non-Cartesian grid. Its efficacy derives from the
introduction of a new generalized high-order finite-difference method that avoids the numerical evaluation of
mixed derivative terms and results in a simple yet accurate finite difference operator. Our method is further
extended to systems where periodicity is enforced only along some directions �e.g., surfaces�, by setting up the
correct electrostatic boundary conditions and by properly accounting for the ion-electron and ion-ion interac-
tions. Our method enjoys the main advantages of real-space grid techniques over traditional plane-wave
representations for density functional calculations, namely, improved scaling and easier implementation on
parallel computers, as well as inherent immunity to spurious interactions brought about by artificial periodicity.
We demonstrate its capabilities on bulk GaAs and Na for the fully periodic case and on a monolayer of
Si-adsorbed polar nitrobenzene molecules for the partially periodic case.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Density functional theory �DFT� �Ref. 1� has long been
recognized as a practical means for first principles calcula-
tions of systems with a sizable number of electrons.2 For
periodic systems, such calculations are typically performed
using a plane-wave expansion �see, e.g., Refs. 3–5�, which
provides an objective basis set allowing a natural represen-
tation of the Bloch functions. Unfortunately, conventional
plane-wave programs require extensive “global” communi-
cations and as such are not amenable to massive paralleliza-
tion. This can hinder large-scale computation unless special
measures are employed and optimal use of the architecture is
carefully controlled, as in the recent work of Gygi et al.6

Alternatively, one can utilize localized basis sets with peri-
odic boundary conditions �see, e.g., Refs. 7–9�. Methods that
utilize intrinsic locality in the representation can, in prin-
ciple, be amenable to massive parallelization.10 However,
such constructions can be quite involved and, worse, local-
ized basis set computations may exhibit serious convergence
issues, especially for intrinsically delocalized systems such
as metals and small-gap semiconductors.

The real-space pseudopotential method, where the Kohn-
Sham equations are solved on a real-space grid using a high-
order finite difference expansion, is an attractive alternative
to both plane waves and localized basis sets.11–13 The “basis
set” provided by the grid is both objective and localized by
construction. The resulting Hamiltonian is highly sparse, al-
lowing for trivial grid-spacing-determined convergence and
effective space-domain parallelization.11,14,15 Originally de-
veloped for confined systems,11 this approach can be used for
periodic structures as well, using a uniform �e.g., Ref. 16� or
an adaptive �e.g., Refs. 17–19� grid or a multigrid �e.g., Ref.
20� approach.

Previous work has shown that a straightforward uniform-
grid-based high-order finite difference approach,11 together
with the use of pseudopotentials21 and of advanced algo-
rithms for solving large-scale electronic-structure
problems,22 as implemented in the PARSEC package,12 can be
used successfully for electronic-structure computations with
hundreds, thousands, and even tens of thousands of elec-
trons. Importantly, this is achieved with either nonperiodic
�“open”� boundary conditions23 or with an orthorhombic pe-
riodic unit cell,24 while avoiding the complications associ-
ated with adaptive grids, notably the difficulties associated
with constructing a sufficiently accurate yet Hermitian dis-
cretization of the Laplacian operator.19

Unfortunately, a Cartesian grid is generally incompatible
with the periodicity of nonorthorhombic unit cells. Retaining
the simplicity of a uniform grid then requires that the grid be
nonorthogonal.18 The evaluation of the Laplacian operator is
then more difficult: A direct evaluation of the Laplacian
along the grid directions using the appropriate coordinate
transformation results in mixed derivative terms, requiring
O�N2� neighbors rather than O�N� neighbors, for an Nth order
expansion, forcing a tradeoff between accuracy and
applicability.18 Alternatively, one can resort to Mehrstellen
methods,20,25,26 i.e., the use of finite difference expansions at
several grid points around a grid point where evaluation of
the Laplacian is desired. However, this comes at the cost of
loss of generality �i.e., absence of universal expression for
any nonorthogonal grid� and possibly loss of hermiticity as
well.20

Two-dimensional �2D� nonorthorhombic periodic cells of-
ten arise in the context of surfaces and interfaces.27 An ad-
ditional disadvantage of the plane wave approach in this con-
text is that it inherently imposes periodicity in all three
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dimensions so that surfaces are usually studied using a “re-
peated slab” approach. However, for polar surfaces the peri-
odicity of the potential imposed by the spurious boundary
condition is incompatible with the long-range electrostatic
potential of a dipolar sheet.28 Many clever schemes for miti-
gating or correcting this problem have been suggested.28–37

In real-space calculations �and also in localized basis set
ones�, the problem need not arise at all because periodic
boundary conditions can be enforced in two dimensions with
an open boundary condition in the third.38

In this article, we show that straightforward high-order
finite-difference calculations can be performed efficaciously
on a nonorthogonal grid. This is achieved via a high-order,
3D generalization of a 2D stencil suggested by Brandt and
Diskin39 in the context of sonic flow calculations, allowing
for the construction of a simple Hermitian O�N� discrete rep-
resentation for the Laplacian operator on the nonorthogonal
grid. Furthermore, we present a simple method for the imple-
mentation of an open boundary condition in one dimension
together with an �orthogonal or nonorthogonal� periodic grid
in the other two dimensions. Taken together, this provides a
powerful real-space pseudopotential method for large-scale
first principles calculations of systems with arbitrary full or
partial periodicity. The method is illustrated with numerical
results for several representative three-dimensional �3D� and
two-dimensional �2D� periodic systems.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. The real-space pseudopotential-DFT method

Implementation of the real-space pseudopotential-DFT
method on a discrete orthogonal grid using high-order finite
differences has been discussed in detail elsewhere for both
periodic and nonperiodic boundary conditions.11–16 Here, we
briefly summarize the details essential to understanding
implementation on a nonorthogonal grid.

In the Kohn-Sham approach to density functional theory,
the interacting electron problem is mapped into an effective
one-electron problem in the form

�−
1

2
�2 + Vion�r�� + VH���r��� + VXC���r�����n�r�� = �n�n�r�� .

�1�

Atomic units are used throughout. In Eq. �1� �n and �n�r�� are
the nth single-electron eigenvalue and eigenfunction, respec-
tively; ��r�=�occupied��n�r���2 is the electron density; Vion�r�� is
the ionic potential, VH���r��� is the Hartree �classical
electron-electron� potential, and VXC���r��� is the exchange-
correlation potential. The total energy is then given by:

Etot��� = Ts��� + Eion�	Ra
,���� + EH��� + EXC���

+ Eion-ion�	Ra
� , �2�

where 	Ra
 are the nuclear positions, Ts��� is the kinetic en-
ergy of the noninteracting electrons, Eion�	Ra
 , ���� is the ion-
electron potential energy, EH��� is the Hartree energy,
Eion-ion�	Ra
� is the ion-ion electrostatic energy �evaluated us-
ing the usual Ewald summation40 for periodic structures�,

and EXC��� is the exchange correlation energy �with VXC
given by the functional derivative of EXC��� with respect to
the density�.

In the pseudopotential approximation, only valence elec-
trons are treated explicitly. Core electrons are suppressed by
replacing the true ionic potential with an effective “pseudo-
potential” that accounts for the effect of the core electrons.
This approximation greatly facilitates grid-based calculation
as it results in slowly varying smooth potentials and wave
functions. Therefore, in the following we take ��r� and
Vion�r�� to denote the valence electron density and the pseudo-
potential, respectively.

For Vion, we employ nonlocal norm-conserving pseudopo-
tentials cast in the Kleinman-Bylander form.41 In this form,

the pseudopotential due to a single atom, V̂ion
a , is expressed as

the sum of a local term and a nonlocal term, such that

V̂ion
a �n�r�� = Vloc��r�a���n�r�� + �

l,m
Gn,lm

a ulm�r�a��Vl�ra� , �3�

where r�a=r�−R� a, ulm�r�a� is the atomic pseudo-wave-function
corresponding to the angular momentum numbers lm, and
the projection coefficients Gn,lm

a are given by:

Gn,lm
a =

1

��Vlm
a �
 ulm�r�a��Vl�ra��n�r��d3r , �4�

with

��Vlm
a � = ulm�r�a��Vl�ra�ulm�r�a�d3r . �5�

The Kleinman-Bylander form is advantageous in real
space because outside the pseudopotential core cutoff radius,
rc, �Vl�r�a�=0 and Vloc

a �r�a�=−Zps / �r�a�, where Zps is the atomic
number of the pseudoion. This limited nonlocality means
that the discrete representation of Vion�r�� is sparse.11,12 Addi-
tionally, it means that in periodic systems only the local
pseudopotential has infinite periodic replicas, and that those
replicas behave in the usual �1 /r manner of the true ionic
potential.

The Hartree term in Eq. �1� is readily evaluated by solv-
ing the Poisson equation, �2VH�r��=−4���r��. For explicitly
density-dependent functionals the exchange-correlation po-
tential is given by an analytical approximation. Thus, evalu-
ation of the remaining potential terms poses no special diffi-
culty and results in purely diagonal contributions to the
Hamiltonian matrix.

For evaluating the kinetic energy term, the second deriva-
tives are expanded by:11,42

�2

�x2 = �
−N

N
cn

h2��xi + nh,yj,zk� + O�h2N� , �6�

where h is the grid spacing and cn are the Nth order finite
difference coefficients for the second derivative expansion.
On an orthogonal grid, the Laplacian is simply the sum of
the second order derivatives and the following expression for
the kinetic energy is obtained:
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−
1

2 �
k=−N

N
ck

h2 ��n�xi + kh,yj,zk� + �n�xi,yj + kh,zk�

+ �n�xi,yj,zk + kh�� , �7�

i.e., the finite difference expression for the kinetic energy is
also sparse as it involves a modest number of points around
the point at which the Laplacian is evaluated. As shown in
Ref 11, N=6 is sufficient for most practical problems. For
three distinct coordinates, this means there are 3 ·2 ·6+1
=37 elements in the discrete sum.

B. Implementation on a periodic nonorthogonal grid

For a periodic lattice, any wave function can be expressed
as �k�r��=eik�·r�uk�r��, where uk�r�� is a function with the period-
icity of the lattice. Solving Eq. �1� for such a function, per a
given value of k�, can be performed in two possible ways:
First, one can leave the equation as is and account for the
eik�·r� term by setting the periodic boundary conditions to be

�k�r�+R� �=eik�·R��k�r��. Alternatively �and as, e.g., in Ref. 19�,
one can substitute �k�r��=eik�r�uk�r�� in the equation and solve

for uk�r�� with the periodic boundary conditions uk�r�+R� �
=uk�r��. Here, we choose the latter approach, which yields

�−
1

2
�� + ik��2 + Vion�r�� + VH�r�� + Vxc�r���un,k��r�� = Enun,k��r�� ,

�8�

where the kinetic energy operator is

−
1

2
�� + ik��2 = −

1

2
��2 + 2i�� · k� − �k��2� . �9�

Note that Eqs. �3� and �4� are expressed in terms of �n,k��r��
and not un,k��r��. If phrased in terms of un,k��r��, a multiplicative
eik�·r� term should be added inside the integral of Eq. �4� and a
multiplicative e−ik�·r� term should be added before the summa-
tion in Eq. �3�.

Now, let a�1, a�2, and a�3 be the lattice vectors for a general
periodic structure. We define lattice coordinates, �u ,v ,w�, by

R� �xê1+yê2+zê3�uû+vv̂+wŵ, where êi are unit vectors
along the canonical orthogonal axes and û, v̂, and ŵ are unit
vectors along the lattice vector directions, namely, û
=a�1 / �a�1�, v̂=a�2 / �a�2�, and ŵ=a�3 / �a�3�. In matrix notation

R� xyz = AR� uvw; R� uvw = BR� xyz, �10�

where A��û , v̂ , ŵ� and B=A−1.
To express Eq. �8� in terms of the lattice coordinates

�u ,v ,w�, we must calculate the effect of the coordinate trans-
formation on each of its terms. The gradient transformation

is easily shown to be �� xyz=BT�� uvw and the Laplacian trans-

formation is then �� xyz
T �� xyz=�� uvw

T BBT�� uvw. Defining F�BBT,
we can now rewrite the kinetic energy operator of Eq. �9� as

−
1

2
��xyz

2 + 2i�� xyz · k� − �k��2�

= −
1

2
��uvw

T F�uvw + 2i�BT�� uvw� · k� − �k��2� . �11�

With an appropriate modified expression for the Laplac-
ian, the Hartree term can also be evaluated by solving the
Poisson equation in lattice coordinates. The other two terms,
namely the ionic and exchange-correlation potentials, pose
no particular difficulty and can be evaluated as explained
above as long as the proper metric of the nonorthogonal cell
is taken in all pertinent integrals. Naively, it would thus seem
that solving the Kohn-Sham equations on a nonorthogonal
grid is no more difficult than solving it on an orthogonal one.
However, because F is generally not diagonal, the kinetic
energy term �Eq. �11�� now contains mixed second deriva-
tives. Therefore �and as explained in Ref. 17�, a direct at-
tempt for a finite difference discretization of Eq. �11� will
contain O�N2� terms in the summation because one needs to
include off-diagonal neighboring points in a square of size
�2N+1�� �2N+1� around any given point. For, e.g., N=6,
this would imply 469 elements in the expression for the 3D
Laplacian, as compared with 37 for the orthogonal grid. This
has direct adverse consequences for computation time and
interprocessor communication. The same problem would
also affect the Hartree term via the Laplacian operator in the
Poisson equation.

To solve this Laplacian calculation problem, we general-
ize to high-order finite differences in 3D, an idea used �in the
theory of sonic flow� for 2D structures with low-order
expansion.39 In its most general form, we can express the 3D
Laplacian in lattice coordinates as

�2 = fuu
�2

�u2 + fvv
�2

�v2 + fww
�2

�w2 + fuv
�2

�u � v

+ fuw
�2

�u � w
+ fvw

�2

�v � w
, �12�

where

fuu = F11, fvv = F22, fww = F33, fuv = F12 + F21,

�13�

fuw = F13 + F31, fvw = F23 + F32.

Consider a system which is non-Cartesian in 2D, i.e., ŵ is
orthogonal to the uv plane and hence fuw= fvw=0. We define
a new normalized direction, shown in Fig. 1, as the sum or
difference of the original normalized lattice vectors:43

�̂uv
	 = �û 	 v̂�/�û 	 v̂� . �14�

By definition of a directional derivative, one finds44

�

��uv
	 =

1

�û 	 v̂�
� �

�u
	

�

�v
� , �15�

�2

��uv
	2 =

1

�û 	 v̂�2
� �2

�u2 +
�2

�v2 	 2
�2

�u � v
� .
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Because the second directional derivative includes a
mixed derivative term, we can use it together with Eq. �12�
to eliminate the explicit appearance of the mixed derivative
term �2 /�u�v. After some algebra, we obtain the following
expression for the Laplacian:

�2 = �fuu 
 fuv/2�
�2

�u2 + �fvv 
 fuv/2�
�2

�v2

+ fww
�2

�w2 	
kuv

	

2

�2

��uv
	2 , �16�

where kuv
	 = fuv�û	 v̂�2. In discrete form, this becomes

�2��ui,v j,wk� = �
n=−N

N

cn� fuu 
 fuv/2
h2 ��ui + nh,v j,wk�

+
fvv 
 fuv/2

h2 ��ui,v j + nh,wk�

+
fww

h2 ��ui,v j,wk + nh�

	
kuv

	

2huv
2 ��ui + nh,v j 	 nh,wk�� + O�h2N� ,

�17�

where huv�h�û	 v̂� is the grid spacing along the new
direction.45

The choice between the “+” and “−” directions in Eqs.
�14�–�17� is made so as to minimize the effective grid spac-
ing along in the chosen direction, given by huv

	

=h�2�1	cos����, where � is the angle between û and v̂. If
��� /2, the chosen direction is the “−” one, whereas if �
� /2 the chosen direction is the ‘+’ one. Figure 1 shows a
simple illustration for the ”‘−” direction for the former case.

In the general, 3D non-Cartesian case, where ŵ is not
orthogonal to the uv plane, we have three mixed derivative
terms. For their elimination, it makes sense to seek three
additional directions, instead of one. It also stands to reason
to seek directions with minimal grid spacing along the cho-
sen directions, i.e., to choose the extra directions to point to
the nearest neighbors on the grid. If we denote the unit vec-

tors pointing in these three additional directions as �̂i
=�i1û+�i2v̂+�i3ŵ, by definition of a directional derivative,
we obtain44

�

��i
= �i1

�

�u
+ �i2

�

�v
+ �i3

�

�w
;

�2

��i
2 = �i1

2 �2

�u2 + �i2
2 �2

�v2 + �i3
2 �2

�w2 + 2�i1�i2
�2

�u � v

+ 2�i1�i3
�2

�u � w
+ 2�i2�i3

�2

�v � w
. �18�

We now seek three coefficients, bi, such that the mixed de-
rivative part of Eq. �12�, fuv�2 / �u�v + fuw�2 / �u�w
+ fvw�2 / �v�w , is equal to b1�2 / ��1

2 +b2�2 / ��2
2 +b3�2 / ��3

2 .
Using Eq. �18�, this leads to a trivial set of linear equations
for bi

2��11�12 �21�22 �31�32

�11�13 �21�23 �31�33

�12�13 �22�23 �32�33
��b1

b2

b3
� � M�b1

b2

b3
� = � fuv

fuw

fvw
� .

�19�

The resulting Laplacian is then

�2 = � fuu − �
k=1

3

bk�k1
2 � �2

�u2 + � fvv − �
k=1

3

bk�k2
2 � �2

�v2

+ � fww − �
k=1

3

bk�k3
2 � �2

�w2 + �
k=1

3

bk
�2

��k
2 �20�

with a discretization made obvious by comparison of Eqs.
�16� and �17�.

Equations �16� and �20� show that, at the modest cost of
more finite difference directions, mixed derivatives are elimi-
nated. This immediately results in a discrete expression
based on O�N� neighboring points instead of O�N2� as in the
direct discretization. In the worst case, where all bk are non-
zero, and for N=6, we obtain 73 elements in the discrete
sum, as compared to 37 for the orthogonal grid. This should
be contrasted with 469 elements for the direct implementa-
tion of mixed derivatives. Furthermore, the discrete imple-
mentation of this Laplacian stencil is Hermitian by construc-
tion because the coefficients of the second derivative are
symmetric in each of the directions. We note that for com-
plete evaluation of the kinetic energy term in Eq. �11�, we
also need to implement the gradient part after the transfor-
mation. However, this is straightforward and introduces no
additional computational complexity.

As explicit examples of our approach, consider the La-
placian expression obtained for the high-symmetry cases of
hexagonal �2D�, fcc, and bcc unit cells, the complete deriva-
tion of which is given in Appendix. Interestingly, all these
Laplacian expressions, as well as the usual orthogonal-grid
expression for the �and 3D� simple cubic cell, take a particu-
larly simple form

u

v

u−v

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the û, v̂, and û− v̂ direc-
tions. Here the angle between û and v̂ is acute so that û− v̂ is the
preferred direction for derivation—see text for details.
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�2 = f�
i=1

NV �2

�vi
2 , �21�

where the coefficient f , the nearest-neighbor directions vi
and their number NV are given in Table I.46 Note, in particu-
lar, that fNV is equal to the dimensionality, d, in all these
cases. This result can be explained by symmetry consider-
ations alone. First, because the Laplacian operator is rotation
invariant, all nearest-neighbor directions must have the same
coefficient. Second, if we operate the Laplacian on a function
that is spherically symmetric, all second derivatives are the
same and the Laplacian must be given by fNV�2� /�r2, re-
gardless of the coordinate system, i.e., fNV=const. Because
for a Cartesian grid NV=d and f =1, fNV=d throughout.

Finally, note that in Eq. �20� we have chosen to represent
the Laplacian with a combination of derivatives along the
three original u, v, and w directions and three additional
nearest-neighbor directions. In most commonly encountered
unit cells, the original u, v, and w directions would indeed be
nearest-neighbor directions. However, for some cells, e.g.,
rhombohedral cells with a cell angle smaller than 30°, the six
nearest-neighbor directions do not include u, v, and w, and
one could construct an even more efficient Laplacian out of
those six directions using the same principles given above.

C. 2D partial boundary conditions

We define a 2D periodic system as a system that is peri-
odic in two directions �say x and y� but nonperiodic in the
third direction �say z�. Clearly, we must treat the nonperiodic
direction as in finite systems, i.e., defining a domain outside
which the wave function is zero, while employing periodic
boundary conditions as above in the other two directions. For
such 2D partially periodic systems the axis along the finite
direction is orthogonal to the plane of periodicity by con-
struction and therefore the Laplacian stencil of Eq. �17� is
appropriate. For a complete solution of the Kohn-Sham
equation for this partially periodic case, special attention
needs to be paid to three issues, where the approach must
differ from that of either the fully periodic case or the fully
nonperiodic one: �1� setting the correct boundary conditions
for the Poisson equation, �2� calculating the ionic potential,
and �3� calculating the ion-ion term in the total energy.

To set the correct boundary conditions for the Poisson
equation in the nonperiodic direction, we show a method
based directly on the asymptotic behavior of the electrostatic

potential for two-dimensional systems.47 We note that there
are other methods for obtaining the correct boundary condi-
tions, including introducing a cutoff in the Fourier space of
the 3D periodic problem,19,30 a Green’s function formalism
in Fourier space,37 and using the Ewald-Kornfeld method to
compute the multipole expansion for a 2D periodic structure
in real space.38 We prefer our direct approach as it is physi-
cally transparent, easy to implement, and computationally
efficient.

We represent the periodic part of a two-dimensional den-
sity at the z=0 plane as a sum of its Fourier components:

��x,y� = �av + �
l,m

��l,meik�l,m·r�xy , �22�

where �av= 1 / �S� �
cell

��x ,y�, S is the periodic cell area, r�xy

= �x ,y ,0�, and k�l,m= lb�1+mb�2, where b�1, b�2 are the reciprocal
2D lattice vectors, and l, m are integers. The following ex-
pression is then readily obtained for the potential V�x ,y ,z�:47

V�x,y,z� = − 2��av�z� + 2��
l,m

�
�l,m

�kl,m�
ei�k�l,m·r�xy�e−�k�l,m��z�.

�23�

The electrostatic potential at a boundary point �x ,y ,z� is then
obtained immediately by considering the complete partially
periodic system as a finite set of periodic sheets located at
the grid planes zi and calculating the sum of their potentials.
The result is

V�x,y,z� = �
i
�− 2��av�zi��z − zi�

+ 2��
l,m

�
�l,m�zi�
�kl,m�

ei�k�l,m·r�xy�e−�k�l,m��z−zi�� �24�

This expression is computationally efficient because the l, m
summation converges rapidly due to the exponential decay
term. We found that taking l ,m=6 is more than sufficient. In
fact, in many cases even the average dipole term alone is
already enough for getting a rather accurate solution.

For the ionic potential, we employ a method similar to
that described by Rozzi et al.30 As explained above �see dis-
cussion below Eq. �5��, we need to deal with a nontrivial
summation only for the local component of the pseudopoten-
tial, whose form for rrc is simply the bare coulomb poten-
tial of the pseudoion. To handle the summation, we separate
the local pseudopotential of each atom into a long-range
component, V+�r�a�, and a short-range component, �V�r�a�, by
adding and subtracting the potential of a Gaussian positive
charge density, n+�r�a�= ��a / � �3/2Z exp�−�a

2�r�a�2�, the poten-

tial of which is V+�r�a�=−Z erf��a�r�a�� / �r�a� , where r�a=r�−R� a.
As in Ref. 30, we define

Vloc�r�a� � �V�r�a� + V+�r�a� , �25�

where

TABLE I. Coefficient f , nearest-neighbor directions vi, and their
number NV for the highly symmetric Laplacian expression of Eq.
�21�.

Nv f vi

Simple cubic �2D� 2 1 x̂ , ŷ

Hexagonal �2D� 3 2/3 û , v̂ , û− v̂
Simple cubic 3 1 x̂ , ŷ , ẑ

Bcc 4 3/4 û , v̂ , ŵ , û+ v̂+ ŵ

Fcc 6 1/2 û , v̂ , ŵ , û− v̂ , û− ŵ , v̂− ŵ
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�V�r��rc�r�a� = −
Z

�r�a�
�1 − erf��a�r�a���

and

�V�r���rc�r�a� = Vloc
�r���rc�r�a� +

Z

�r�a�
erf��a�r�a�� . �26�

The overall local pseudopotential is then given by:

Vion
loc�r� = �

a
�

p

Vion,a
loc ��r�a − P� ��

= �
a
��

p

�Va��r�a − P� �� + �
p

V+,a��r�a − P� ��� ,

�27�

where a goes over all atoms in the system and P� goes over
all lattice displacement vectors. We choose the constants �a
such that �Va�r�a� is practically zero a few periodic cells
away from the atom so we only need a finite sum for this
term. To determine the sum of the V+,a�r�a� terms, we solve
the Poisson equation for the known Gaussian charges
n+,a�ra�, with the appropriate boundary conditions as ex-
plained above.48

As for the Ewald summations, it is important to realize
that the standard Ewald expressions for evaluating the ion-
ion contribution to the total energy for 3D periodic
structures40 are not appropriate here. However, expressions
appropriate for partial 2D periodicity have been given in the
literature38,49 so this poses no particular difficulty.

We note that the strategies proposed here for all three
issues raised above, namely solution of the Poisson equation,
evaluation of the ionic potential, and Ewald summation, are
readily extended to partially periodic systems with only one
periodic dimension. As this need not involve a nonorthogo-
nal grid, this issue shall be pursued elsewhere.

III. RESULTS

In this section, we demonstrate the validity of the above
presented formalism for both fully and partially periodic sys-
tems, with a nonorthogonal unit cell, as implemented in the
PARSEC package.12

For fully periodic structures, we demonstrate our ap-
proach using bulk GaAs, a semiconductor with an fcc lattice,
and bulk Na, a metal with a bcc lattice. We choose these
examples because they often serve as benchmarks for plane-
wave codes and therefore allow an easy assessment of the
present approach. However, we have tested the methodology
with cells of arbitrary symmetry, including monoclinic cells.
The results are compared to standard plane wave calculations
using the PARATEC code.50 Importantly, the same pseudopo-
tentials were used in both PARSEC and PARATEC, so that any
residual differences may arise only from the numerical
method used to solve the pseudopotential-Kohn-Sham equa-
tions and from the transcription of pseudopotentials between
real and Fourier space.

Real-space results for the band structure of GaAs using
the local density approximation �LDA� exchange-correlation

functional with scalar-relativistic Troullier-Martins
pseudopotentials51 are shown in Fig. 2�a�. s / p /d cutoff radii
�in atomic unit� of 1.80/2.20/2.80 �Ga� and 1.80/2.10/2.50
�As�, with electronic configuration of 4s24p14d0 �Ga� and
4s24p34d0 �As�, and nonlinear core correction radii �in
atomic unit� of 1.0 �Ga� and 1.4 a.u. �As� were used. A 7
�7�7 k-point sampling scheme was used, with a 0.2 a.u
grid spacing. PARATEC calculations are not shown because
visually their results are indistinguishable from those given
in Fig. 2�a�. The total energy in the two calculations differed
by only �10−5 Ry, clearly establishing the equivalence be-
tween the plane-wave and real-space calculations.52 We at-
tribute the residual differences to subtle differences in the
sampling procedures of the pseudopotential onto a radial grid
in both Fourier space and real space, and to the interpolation
of the radial grid onto the computed plane-wave components
or 3D grid points.

Importantly, the formalism presented here is fully compat-
ible with our recently reported real-space pseudopotential
method for incorporating spin-orbit coupling effects.53 By
generating spin-orbit pseudopotentials,53 using the same pa-
rameters as above and solving the ensuing spinor equations
fully self-consistently, we obtained the GaAs relativistic
band structures shown in Fig. 2�b�. We cannot compare these
results directly to the PARATEC ones as spin-orbit effects are
not implemented in the PARATEC version at our disposal.
However, Table II reveals an excellent agreement with pre-
viously reported results54–56 for the energy levels at selected
high-symmetry k points, and also agrees with reported spin-
orbit splitting values,57 again establishing the validity and
accuracy of our approach.
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FIG. 2. Real-space calculation within the local density approxi-
mation for the band structure of GaAs along selected high-
symmetry directions in the Brillouin zone, using �a� scalar-
relativistic and �b� fully relativistic �i.e., including spin-orbit
coupling� pseudopotentials.
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Real-space results for the band structure of Na using LDA
with a Troullier-Martins pseudopotential51 are shown in Fig.
3. s / p /d cutoff radii �in atomic unit� of 3.10/3.10/3.10, with
electronic configuration of 3s13p03d0 and a nonlinear core

correction radius �in atomic unit� of 1.0 were used. A 12
�12�12 k-point sampling scheme was used for Na, with a
0.3 a.u grid spacing. PARATEC calculations are again not
shown because visually their results are indistinguishable
from those given in Fig. 3. The total energy difference be-
tween PARATEC and PARSEC was �10−4 Ry.52 The PARSEC
and PARATEC results are also in excellent agreement with an
independent calculation performed using the Vienna ab initio
simulation package �VASP�,58 which is not shown for brevity.
This clearly demonstrates that just like plane-wave calcula-
tions, our approach handles metallic and nonmetallic struc-
tures on the same footing.

We demonstrate the efficacy of our treatment for partially
periodic systems by computing the electronic structure of a
polar monolayer of nitrobenzene adsorbed on the Si �111�
surface.59 We chose this system as it possesses a significant
dipole and because it has been shown that in the absence of
any corrections, spurious 3D periodicity can cause gross er-
rors in the evaluation of its polarity.33 The dipole as a func-
tion of position has been computed from the charge density
as prescribed in Refs. 33 and 59. A comparison of the dipole
per cell, computed based on the partially periodic PARSEC

calculation and a fully periodic dipole-corrected28 calculation
within VASP, is shown in Fig. 4. Both calculations were per-
formed using the local density approximation, with periodic
dimensions of 3.83 Å�6.64 Å and a 3�3�1 k-point sam-
pling scheme. PARSEC calculations were performed using a
0.2 a.u. grid spacing using Troullier-Martins
pseudopotentials51 with s / p /d or s / p cutoff radii �in atomic
unit� of 2.5/ 2.5/2.5 �Si�; 1.3/1.3 �C�; 1.45/1.45 �O�; 1.5/ 1.5
�N�; 1.0/1.2/1.2 �H�—all generated from the neutral atom
configuration. The dimension of the cell in the finite direc-
tion was 26.46 Å. The VASP calculations were performed
with a 400-eV energy cutoff, with a dimension in the artifi-
cially periodic direction of 40 Å, and the dipole correction
scheme of Ref. 28. It is readily observed that the two calcu-
lations are virtually identical on the scale of the plot. The
overall difference between the two codes in the total dipole
per cell across the entire structure is a small 0.027D, which

TABLE II. A comparison of computed relativistic results, in eV,
for the eigenvalue spectrum of GaAs at the three special points, �,
X, and L. Full-potential Koringa-Kohn-Rostocker �FKKR�, Ref. 54.
Full-potential linearized augmented plane waves �FLAPW�, Ref.
55. Plane waves and pseudopotentials �PWPP�, Ref. 56. Real space
and pseudopotentials �RSPP�, this work.

Level FKKR FLAPW PWPP RSPP

�6
v −12.94 −12.91 −12.71 −12.95

�7
v −0.35 −0.34 −0.35 −0.34

�8
v 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

�6
c 0.12 0.17 0.60 0.17

�7
c 3.46 3.40 3.42

�8
c 3.66 3.60 3.64

X6
v −10.42 −10.41 −10.40 −10.59

X7
v −7.02 −7.00 −6.86 −7.00

X6
v −2.88 −2.85 −2.74 −2.85

X7
v −2.79 −2.76 −2.65 −2.77

X6
c 1.17 1.23 1.21 1.18

X7
c 1.39 1.42 1.41

L6
v −11.18 −11.14 −11.11 −11.30

L6
v −6.83 −6.82 −6.65 −6.82

L6
v −1.38 −1.36 −1.32 −1.37

L4,5
v −1.17 −1.16 −1.10 −1.15

L6
c 0.71 0.73 0.92 0.72

L6
c 4.38 4.34 4.42

L4,5
c 4.46 4.44 4.50
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FIG. 3. Real-space calculation within the local density approxi-
mation for the band structure of Na along selected high-symmetry
directions in the Brillouin zone. The Fermi energy has been chosen
as the zero energy.
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surface, computed within a partially periodic PARSEC calculation
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we attribute to the effect of different grid sampling and dif-
ferent pseudopotentials used.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We presented a real-space method for electronic-structure
calculations of systems with general full or partial periodic-
ity. The method is based on the self-consistent solution of the
Kohn-Sham equations, using first principles pseudopoten-
tials, on a uniform three-dimensional non-Cartesian grid. Its
efficiency derives from the introduction of a new generalized
high-order finite-difference method that, by using additional
differencing directions, avoids the numerical evaluation of
mixed derivative terms and results in a simple yet accurate
finite difference operator. We extended the method to sys-
tems where periodicity is enforced only along some direc-
tions by setting up the correct electrostatic boundary condi-
tions and by properly accounting for the ion-electron and
ion-ion interactions. Our method enjoys the main advantages
of real-space grid techniques over traditional plane-wave
representations for density functional calculations, namely,
improved scaling and easier implementation on parallel com-
puters, as well as inherent immunity to spurious interactions
brought about by artificial periodicity. We demonstrated its
capabilities on bulk GaAs and Na for the fully periodic case
and for a monolayer of Si-adsorbed polar nitrobenzene mol-
ecules for the partially periodic case. For all cases, excellent
agreement with plane wave codes was obtained.
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APPENDIX: EXPLICIT LAPLACIAN EXPRESSION FOR
HEXAGONAL, FCC, AND BCC CELLS

For a hexagonal lattice, the A matrix defined after Eq. �10�
is

A = �û, v̂,ŵ� = �1 1/2 0

0 �3/2 0

0 0 1
� . �A1�

With the definition B=A−1 we get

F = BBT = � 4/3 − 2/3 0

− 2/3 4/3 0

0 0 1
� , �A2�

which yields the coefficients for the Laplacian of Eq. �12�

fuu = fvv = 4/3; fuv = − 4/3; fuw = fvw = 0; fww = 1.

�A3�

Using the additional nearest-neighbor direction û− v̂, Eq.
�16� then yields

�2 =
2

3

�2

�u2 +
2

3

�2

�v2 +
�2

�w2 +
2

3

�2

��uv
−2 , �A4�

the discrete representation of which is

�2��ui,v j,wk� = �
n=−N

N
cn

h2�2

3
��ui + nh,v j,wj�

+
2

3
��ui,v j + nh,wk� + ��ui,v j,wk + nh�

+
2

3
��ui + nh,v j − nh,wk�� + O�h2N� .

�A5�

For an fcc lattice, the A matrix defined after Eq. �10� is

A = �û, v̂,ŵ� = � 0 1/�2 1/�2

1/�2 0 1/�2

1/�2 1/�2 0
� . �A6�

With the definition B=A−1 we get

F = BBT = � 3/2 − 1/2 − 1/2
− 1/2 3/2 − 1/2
− 1/2 − 1/2 3/2

� , �A7�

which yields the coefficients for the Laplacian of Eq. �12�

fuu = fvv = fww = 1.5,

fuv = fuw = fvw = − 1.0. �A8�

In the fcc grid the additional nearest-neighbor directions
are �1= û− v̂, �2= û− ŵ, and �3= v̂− ŵ. This yields

� = �1 − 1 0

1 0 − 1

0 1 − 1
� ⇒ M = �− 2 0 0

0 − 2 0

0 0 − 2
�

⇒ �b1

b2

b3
� = −

1

2� fuv

fuw

fvw
� , �A9�

where the elements �ij of the matrix � are given in Eq. �18�,
and M and bi are given in Eq. �19�. Substituting in Eq. �20�,
we get

�2 = 0.5
�2

�u2 + 0.5
�2

�v2

+ 0.5
�2

�w2 + 0.5
�2

��1
2 + 0.5

�2

��2
2 + 0.5

�2

��3
3 , �A10�

the discrete form of which is
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�2��ui,v j,wk� =
1

2 �
n=−N

N
cn

h2 ���ui + nh,v j,wj�

+ ��ui,v j + nh,wk� + ��ui,v j,wk + nh�

+ ��ui + nh,v j − nh,wk� + ��ui + nh,v j,wk

− nh� + ��ui,v j + nh,wk − nh�� + O�h2N� .

�A11�

Similarly, for a bcc cell we have

A = �û, v̂,ŵ� =
1
�3�− 1 1 1

1 − 1 1

1 1 − 1
�

⇒ F = BBT = �3/2 3/4 3/4
3/4 3/2 3/4
3/4 3/4 3/2

� �A12�

and fuu= fvv= fww= fuv= fuw= fvw=1.5.
For the bcc grid, the nearest-neighbor directions are û, v̂,

ŵ, and û+ v̂+ ŵ. We choose two additional directions from
among the second nearest neighbors û+ v̂ and û+ ŵ. Using
Eqs. �18� and �19� as above we find

� = � 1 1 1

�3/2 �3/2 0

�3/2 0 �3/2
�

⇒ M = 2�1 3/4 0

1 0 3/4
1 0 0

� ⇒ �b1

b2

b3
� = �3/4

0

0
� , �A13�

i.e., the extra second-neighbor directions are in fact not
needed. Using Eq. �20� we get

�2 =
3

4

�2

�u2 +
3

4

�2

�v2 +
3

4

�2

�w2 +
3

4

�2

��1
2 , �A14�

the discrete representation of which is

�2��ui,v j,wk� =
3

4 �
n=−N

N
cn

h2 ���ui + nh,v j,wj�

+ ��ui,v j + nh,wk� + ��ui,v j,wk + nh�

+ ��ui + nh,v j + nh,wk + nh�� + O�h2N� .

�A15�
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